Listening to as it happens is like taking a trip around the world five nights a week. For more than 30 years, using the simplest of tools - the telephone - this current affairs program has explored the heart of a story, whether it's happening in the streets of Belgrade, the dockyards of Vancouver, the boardrooms of Bay Street, or the kitchens of Paris.

For past programs in Real Audio, follow the link for past shows on the main menu.
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TONIGHT ON AIH
The politics of penne. Our pasta takes a pasting as the U-S slaps a new tariff on Canadian Durum wheat.

Other headlines

RECENTLY FEATURED INTERVIEWS

Obit - Rosemary Brown (April 28)
She was the first black woman elected to a Canadian legislature. Rosemary Brown died this Saturday at her home in Vancouver. Full story.

Turning whooping cranes into snowbirds. (April 21)
A Canadian pilot teaches a group of endangered birds how to fly south for the winter...and come back home on their own. Full story.

And what a concert it was. (April 18)
Five legends of jazz met on stage for their one and only concert together fifty years ago. It was a concert that would go on to be known, by Rolling Stone magazine and others, as the "Greatest Jazz Concert Ever." Full story.
Heroin furniture. (April 16)
They made their bed. Now the NYPD is hoping they'll lie in it. Full story

All the news that's not fit to print. (April 15)
An interview with CNN's senior journalist about what the network didn't report about Iraq. Full story

A day of fighting and jubilation. (April 9)
An eyewitness account from the streets of the Iraqi capital. Full story

Boozy, lewd and obnoxious. (April 7)
Perri the street clown may not be missed, but he will definitely be remembered. Full story

It makes the giant squid look positively petite. (April 3)
A marine biologist in New Zealand gets his hands on a cephalopod that can only be described as colossal. Full story
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The politics of penne. Our pasta takes a pasting as the U-S slaps a new tariff on Canadian Durum wheat.

Burying the truth. The 800-page report outlining what went wrong around September 11, 2001 has been finished for five months. So why hasn't it been released?

War reporting from the other side. One Arab editor takes aim at anti-American journalism on the middle eastern networks.

Getting ready to rumble in California. A seismologist develops an automatic early warning system for earthquakes.

What do you call 20,000 fish lying on a dirt road? Nothing, because they won't come, anyway. An accident at Yukon fish farm makes area cats very happy.

And it may not turn back the clock on age, but it might help you remember where you left your watch. Scientists discover the chemical responsible for those "senior moments."

As It Happens, the Friday edition. Radio that....um..
Join AiH with hosts Mary Lou Finlay and Barbara Budd at 6:30 p.m. (7:00 p.m.NT) on CBC Radio One.

Visit our Online Talkback and share your thoughts and comments on anything you hear on the show. You'll have to register first but it's worth it.

Talkback: 416-205-3331
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